
CURRICULUM VITAE 
 
 
 
 
NAME: Noelia Ruiz Pérez 
DATE OF BIRTH: 28th of July of 1973 
NATIONALITY: Spanish 
 
 
Education: 
 

- Secondary School and Pre-university course (COU), Instituto de Bachillerato 
Sto. Tomás de Aquino, Estepona. 

- English course (five years) with the Official School of Languages, with exams 
and degree by Cambridge University. 

 
Professional Experience: 
 
- Dental Assistant and Practice Manager in a busy bilingual Dental Clinic (eight 
years). 
- Administrative Assistant (three years and one year as Office Manager in English 
Real Estate (Viva Estate and Duchy Estate, Costa del Sol). 
- Customer Service and Administrative Assistant at a computer company (one 
year). 
- Recruitment Consultant and Business Development Manager at International 
Human Resources Consultancy Company (two years).  
- Full time translator. 
 
 
TRANSLATION EXPERIENCE 
 
Full time professional translator En-Es 
Four months experience as Web Search Evaluator for ButlerHill Group. 
 
Expertise: 
 
Software and IT: Expert in software and IT translations and localization. 
Some jobs: 
- Ongoing work translating Akamai Technologies website 100000+ words done. 
- Translation of EULA, software strings, help files (html format) for OCR software 
(ABBYY) 
- Translation of GUI (General User Interface) for email program. 
- Ongoing translations for software manufacturer. 
- Wireless telephone instructions. 
- Presentation of fax machine. 
- Technical sheet for printer. 
- Apps for mobile phones, iPad and iPhone 
- Leading translator for RocketFish Website 
- Translation of SAP training courses 30000+ words 
- Translation of IBM courses 
- Translation of Kaspersky courses (+100000 words) 
- Translation of HP marketing material for new servers and solutions 
- Translation of PDF writer software (ICENI) 

ruiz.perez.noelia@gmail.com
SKYPE: noe.ruiz



- Translation of product presentation and tender for NICE Technologies (70k+ 
words) 
- Ongoing translations for Weebly 
- Translations and editing for Toon Boom 
- Ongoing translations for Cellebrite – software and appliances for law enforcement 
agencies 
 
(…) 
 
Marketing localization 

- Localization of marketing material for different companies, like HP, Google, 
eToro, Twitter messages, ABBYY, Vogue, Aeroflot Russian Airlines, Toon 
Boom… 

 
 
 
Online gaming and casino: High level in gaming and casino translations. 
Some jobs: 
- Translation and proofreading of website for Victor Chandler (online betting 
company) (for translation company). 
- Translation of game instructions for online gaming site. 
- Games descriptions. 
- Translation of games for different platforms and OS 
 
(…) 
 
Medical and dentistry: Experienced dental translator and good experience in 
medical translations. 
 
Some jobs: 
 
- Translation of description and presentation of new dental implant system. 
- Translation of comparison between two methods of female sterilization. 
- Translation of dental equipment and implantology devices. 
- Translation of brochures for new orthodontics technique.  
- Translation of clinical presentation for new female sterilization system. 
- Technical translation of implant system 
- Technical translation for medical imaging systems (ETView) 
- Translation of Air Techniques website 
 
(…) 
 
Automotive: Great experience in the automotive field, having done extensive 
translations for Ford and Audi. 
 

- Translation of marketing material for Ford. 
- Translation of sales training courses for Audi. 
- Translation of specifications at dealer level for different new Ford Vehicles. 
- Ongoing translations for John Deere 

 
Legal translations: Expertise in translation of contracts and EULAs. 
 
Some jobs: 
 
- Company incorporation deeds. 
- Distribution agreement between medical manufacturer and distributor in Spain. 
- Legal agreement between telecom manufacturer and distributor. 



- ISO Certification 
- EULA (End of User Agreement) for many software providers. 
- Terms of Use form many Websites 
 
(…) 
 
Finance and Accounting: Several jobs in the subject. 
 
- Audit for telecom company in Spain 
- Profit and loss balances 
- Accounting statements 
- Ongoing translation for Merrill Lynch Website 
- Ongoing translation of Chase website 
- Ongoing translation for eToro 
- Ongoing translation for 24option 
 
Patents: 
 

- Ongoing translations of patents applications in various subjects: Electric, 
Automotive/mechanical, Engineering, Medical, Lifesciences, Chemistry, 
Telecommunications, IT  etc. 

 
POST EDITING EXPERIENCE 
 

- Wide experience in Machine translation post editing (MTPE). Over 200.000 
words post edited in different subjects (IT, Education, Mechanics, 
Electronics, Software, etc.) 

 
Also, wide experience I other subjects such as marketing, tourism, hotel and travel, 
cosmetics and engineering: 
 
- Guides and touristic information of Sochi, home of the Winter Olympic Games 
(aprox 30.000 words) 
- Selling points of new range of printers of Kyocera 
- Presentation and description of new hair colour product 
- Golf course descriptions 
- Hotel websites – descriptions, information for the tourist, points of interest 
- Travelling guide (Costa del Sol) – information about point of interest, hotels and 
leisure activities 
- Export/import company presentation and history 
- Industrial painting specifications for transformer tanks – Merlin Gerin 
- Welding specifications and engineering standards 
- Controller for engineering processes (GE) 
- Gardening articles for Home Depot 
- Biding documentation for tendering project for the Metro de Panamá 
 
(…) 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to obtain my portfolio, receive 
samples of translations or get references. 
 
 
Computer and software 
 
- Ultrabook, Win 10, DSL connection, Internet everywhere, back up facilities 
- Windows 10 Pro, with MS Office 2013. 
- SDL Studio 2011 and Studio 2017 



- Sizuliser (free version) 
- MemSource 
- Transit 3.0 (free version) 
- Across 5.7 
- Passolo 
- SmartCat 
 
 
ONLINE RESOURCES: 
 
Subscription to diccionario.com 
 
Member of Proz.com, Tanslatorscafe.com, Translatorbase.com amongst others. 
 
Hobbies: 
 
Computers, reading, travelling, games, art and interior design 
 
 


